Personal automation for whole genome sequencing: evaluating
digital microﬂuidics across two different PCR-free protocols
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Miro PCR-Free WGS with mechanical shearing

● There is increasing demand for PCR-free WGS (e.g. rapid diagnosis in the
NICU, Tumor/Normal somatic sequencing) for the identiﬁcation of
variants without ampliﬁcation-associated artifacts.

● 178 Miro PCR-Free WGS libraries were prepared as part of a veriﬁcation study
using the Miro Canvas system with gDNA NA12878 and donor blood samples.
● Libraries were generated across 3 different reagent lots, and 6 instruments.
These were compared to libraries prepared either manually or using a
high-throughput validated liquid handler system.
● gDNA samples were sheared to an average size of 360–450 bp using the
Covaris® M220 instrument.
● Sheared DNA inputs from 75ng to 1ug were used for generating libraries.
● A subset of libraries were sequenced. For each Novaseq S4 PE150 sequencing
run, up to 24 libraries were pooled together targeting ~30X coverage.

● Automation methods can deliver quality, consistent library preparation to
help avoid re-running a costly ﬂow cell. However, traditional automation
requires commitment to few protocols, necessitating high throughput
and batching, to justify the investment of time, space, and capital.
● We deployed digital microﬂuidics for hands-off automation of 2 PCR-free
WGS protocols: 1) Miro PCR-Free WGS Library Prep Kit with mechanical
fragmentation, 2) Illumina DNA PCR-free Prep Kit with tagmentation.
Library preparation using the Miro Canvas was compared to manual and
high-throughput liquid handler automation.

Yield analysis of the veriﬁcation libraries generated with sheared gDNA
NA12878 reference DNA across 6 instruments

Correlation between Manual yields and Miro
Canvas yields using the Miro PCR-Free WGS
protocol on 15 blood donor samples
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Miro Technology (Miroculus) consists of: a) single-use cartridges, b) Miro
Canvas, and c) software for automated protocol execution (not shown).
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● Similar observations were
made from MiSeq data of
veriﬁcation study Miro
PCR-Free WGS libraries
prior to their Novaseq 30X
sequencing.
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● Comparing MiSeq
sequencing results across
the 3 input concentrations
(50ng, 300ng, 500ng) for
manual VS Miro Canvas
prepped libraries showed
good correlation of % bases
covered at 1X over passed
ﬁlter reads.

Miro PCR-Free WGS Library Prep Kit (Mechanical Shearing)
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With downsampling sequencing reads of Miro
Canvas libraries to achieve ~ 109Gb per library
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● The size selection step was optimized to a single right side selection with a
bead ratio of 1.6X. Shallow sequencing of libraries prepared with 300ng of
input gDNA on a MiSeq Micro PE150 run conﬁrmed that the 1.6X ratio resulted
in the expected insert size of ~425bp. In this same ratio we observe the lowest
% excluded total and % excluded overlap metrics.

Miro Cartridges utilize reservoirs for reagents (1) and waste (2); dispensing/mixing channels (3); reagent inlets
(4); and Canvas interface ports (5). Miro Canvas integrates operations to perform many processes: dispense, mix
and merge, multiphase reagent control, isothermal and thermocycle control, and magnetic control.

75-1000 ng
sheared DNA
(~400 bp)

gDNA NA12878 inputs

● Miro PCR-Free WGS consistently achieved more than 95% bases at 20X
coverage with 109Gb sequenced across sheared DNA inputs (75-500ng).
Libraries from the liquid handler system required 114Gb sequenced to achieve
the same metrics.
Without downsampling
sequencing reads
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● The Illumina DNA PCR-free preparation workﬂow was fully
automated on Miro Canvas and compared to manually
prepared libraries.
● Inputs from 50ng to 500ng of gDNA NA12878 were tested.
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● Miro PCR-Free WGS
consistently achieved
more than 98% HetSNP
sensitivity with 109Gb
sequenced across sheared
DNA inputs (100-500ng).
Libraries from the liquid
handler system achieved
~97.5% HetSNP sensitivity
with this same amount of
109Gb sequenced.

With downsampling sequencing reads of Miro
Canvas libraries to achieve ~ 109Gb per library

Conclusions
● Miro Canvas libraries demonstrated equivalent or better sequencing metrics
compared to both manual efforts and a high-throughput plate-based liquid
handler using the same Miro PCR-free WGS Library Prep reagents. Libraries
from the liquid handler system required 5Gb more to achieve the same
metrics.
● Shallow sequencing of the Illumina DNA PCR-free libraries demonstrated
equivalent insert size, coverage and % excluded total metrics compared to
manually prepared libraries with an average insert size of 425bp and average
yield of 10nM (300ng-500ng input).
● “On-demand” personal automation for WGS PCR-free protocols using either
mechanical fragmentation or tagmentation with Miro Canvas allows for
more consistent, higher quality WGS libraries.

